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Battlefront 2 mods

Another month, another prize draw in the We The Players contest exclusively for Nexus Mods users! Once again time for TokenGeek to announce the lucky winners of nintendo switch lite and 5x $50 Steam Gift Card in October draw. Somewhat late with the announcement of the winners this month, I apologize. We have been busy making sure that all titles for next-gen consoles are all present and
accurate on the site. October was a great month for us here... Today we talk to Mangaclub, a longtime member of our modding community and author of some of your favorite weather mods like Vivid Weathers for Skyrim, Skyrim Special Edition, and Fallout 4. BigBizkit: Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. Before we start the interview: what about the weather where you're on right now?
Mangaclub: Thank you! It is good to have the opportunity to answer your questions. The weather is actually the... We are looking for an enthusiastic and motivated UI/UX Designer who is passionate about creating practical, simple and human solutions to complex problems that will help shape the future of Nexus Mods – a service used by millions of players worldwide. Together with the front-end team, you
will be expected to work with our back-end development teams to release new features and also take full responsibility for the look, feel and user experience of Nexus Mod's prod... Skyblivion is a name that most moddare of Skyrim or Oblivion may have heard at one time or another in the last 9 years. It's an incredibly ambitious project that aims to recreate the entirety of The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion in the
newer game engine used by Skyrim. The team has recently released its first Development Diary which gives us a taste of what's to come. In this feature we chat with Rebelzize and the team about this exciting venture. MRLqjCLSehQ ... We're now entering the fourth month of we the player prize draw exclusively for Nexus Mods users, so it's time for TokenGeek to announce the lucky winner of the
Nintendo Switch Lite and the 5x $50 Steam Gift Card from September. Hi all, thanks again for another successful month of top-notch reviews, collections and screenshots. Our community over at We The Players is growing slowly and it's in no small part down to those of you here at Nexus Mods. We're ether... Today we are talking to two authors from the Witcher 3 community: wiggolp and Damastor – both
of whom have managed to create new quest mods for the game, add new areas, dialogue, and more! BigBizkit: To start this, let me ask you, wiggolp, if your mod add a whole new endeavor to the game - Ciri's Sole Memento. How would you describe the courage and pursuit of those who are curious to play it? wiggolp: The majority of players who finished the game probably gue ... Recently we've seen a
spate of provocative and troll mods uploaded based on current sociopolitical issues in the United States. When we elections in November we expect this trend to increase as it did this time 4 years ago. Given the low quality of mods uploaded, polarizing opinions they express and the fact that a small but vocal contingent of our users are seemingly not intelligent or grown up enough to be able to discuss the
issues wit ... We currently perform essential maintenance on the messaging system of the website, as a result, you may notice that all your notifications before 12:00 GMT(+1) today no longer appear in the notifications drop-down menu or notifications page. Our web developers are working on recovering old notifications, but we are not yet sure if this will be possible. We understand that this is not ideal for
many users who rely on website notifications and want to humbly... Vortex 1.3.0 has arrived! Over the past few weeks we have introduced new features, improved existing functionality and squashed a whole bunch of annoying bugs. The Vortex team has eagerly worked through over 2,500 of your feedback reports to give you the most polished modding experience yet. Here are the highlights of what's new
in the latest edition of Vortex. Vortex UI/UX update It won't be obvious to the naked eye, but vortex is undergoing a SIG... In June, we announced our partnership with We The Players, run by our good friend and former Nexus Mods collaborator - TokenGeek (Paul). He's back once again to reveal the lucky winners of a Nintendo Switch Lite and 5x $50 Steam gift card in the monthly prize draw - exclusive to
Nexus Mods users. Take it away, Paul. TokenGeek: Another excellent month for reviews with an additional 213 written game reviews submitted by the Nexus Mods community, over a thousand ratings and sea users... Today we talk to iRetrospect – seasoned modder and author of special effects reviews Arctic and Inferno, as well as the Movement Behavior Review for Skyrim Special Edition. BigBizkit:
Thank you for coming to us today. First of all, can you tell me a little bit about yourself? iRetrospect: Happy, I'm an educator in real life and most people who know me would never think I'd be someone interested in games, let alone game modding. In my savings... With our website and community growing, we are once again looking for new talent to recruit into the Nexus Mods team. This time we are
looking for a Mid-level Front End Developer to join us at our offices in Exeter, UK. You can view the full job description on Workable and if you think you would be a good fit, don't hesitate to send us your application. If you are interested in joining our team, but do not think this is the right role for you then please feel free to keep c ... In this feature we chat with Kingo64, the creator of the most popular mod for
Blade &amp; Sorcery - The Outer Rim. Being a bit of a Star Wars geek yourself, this is a mod have followed for a long time. Thank you for joining me Alex (Kingo64), we start as we we we do, can you tell our readers a little about yourself? Hello! My name is Alex, I am a full time software developer and a pretty recognizable member of blade &amp; sorcery discord server.... Last month, we announced our
partnership with We The Players and their exciting prize draw exclusively for Nexus Mod users. The community response to this was amazing and TokenGeek is back with us to reveal the lucky winners of the Nintendo Switch Lite and the 5x $50 Steam Gift Card for July. Before talking about the contest and announcing this month's winner, I just wanted to take a moment and say a big thank you to the
NexusMods community. Without ques... In this feature we chat with KospY. The brains behind the hugely popular VR game, Blade &amp; Sorcery, which began its journey into game development as a modder tampering with their favorite games. Thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedule to talk to us, KospY. For starters, can you tell our readers a little bit about yourself? I'm the developer of
Blade &amp; Sorcery, a physics-based medieval fantasy VR combat game released in early access end... Today we are talking to DeserterX a longtime member of our Nexus Mods community and author of many incredibly detailed armor mods for Fallout 4 and Skyrim. BigBizkit: Thank you, DeserterX, for joining us today: as always, we like to start the interview by telling you a little bit about yourself.
DeserterX: Well, I'm just a guy with a passion for computer graphics. Recently I discovered I can paint and design clothes and I am very happy that modding is the deal... Two weeks ago, we added the 1,000th game to the site and launched our 1,000 Games Milestone Quiz, where we're giving away six Steam gift cards as prizes to celebrate the occasion. We have been shocked by the positive feedback
about both the milestone in our site's 19-year history and the quiz itself. With nearly two thousand entries, it has been the most successful community event to date! Many thanks to all participants - we really hope you had fun with the quiz. Without further ado, here ... In this Mod Author feature, we're catching up with TelShadow which may well hold the record for most mods created for Morrowind. Let's start
as we always do, tell them about yourself in the community who don't know you yet. There's not much to tell really. I come from a very creative family, which I'm sure helps me when coming up with new mod ideas. I'm a writer and artist, but to be honest, I haven't really done any writing or drawing for fun in many... It's party time! To celebrate reaching 1,000 games on Nexus Mods, we're giving away
awesome prizes in our 1,000 Games Milestone Quiz. Simply complete the quiz form until 15 July 03:00 (GMT+1) to submit your entry. The highest scoring entries will be included in a prize draw to win one of six Steam Gift Cards to 2x 500 sek, 2x 250 sek and 2x 100 kr respectively. Put on your party hats - it's time to celebrate! We have just 1000th match (FIFA 20,... We partner with WeThePlayers.com - a
new gaming site created by former Nexus Mods staff-er BlindJudge - to offer you the chance to win one of the 6x Nintendo Switch consoles or 30x $50 Steam gift cards by creating an account and reviewing a game! Full details from the man himself below... It's been a while since I've posted on Nexus Mods and I feel privileged to be invited back to tell you about a project of mine. Those who have scrolled
these pages before 2017 may remember me... Me...
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